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1. Introduction
Fractional calculus has attracted interest of engineers and
researchers in several fundamental or applied elds, but it is
often ignored by the researchers in Polynomial algebra and too
seldom encountered in Computer algebra. In this paper we em-
phasize that Fractional calculus is based on simple rules which
can be exploited in Computer algebra, then we build a novel
geometric object associated to a real univariate polynomial.
Fractional derivatives dene a deformation of a univariate poly-
nomial: the order of dierentiation is the continuous parameter
of deformation. This construction appeared naturally in our
study of Budan tables (a 2 D diagram where the vertical axis
represents the integer orders of dierentiation) of polynomials
with large degrees when we replace a discretized curve by a
continuous one, see (1), (6), (7), and Section 4.
For a xed polynomial f(x), we consider the order of dier-
entiation q as a new indeterminate then factor the fractional
derivative to get an associated bivariate polynomial that we de-
note by Pf(x; q). For 0  q  1, Pf(x; q) denes an homotopy
between the polynomials f(x) and xf 0(x).
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We associate to a degree n real polynomial f a plane spline
curve, the stem of f . It is the union of n 1 real zero sets dened
by Pf (m)(x; q) = 0; 0  q  1; 0  m  n   2 we called the
layers of the stem. We classify the admissible congurations
of layers into 4 types and proved that they are realizable by
providing examples; they complement Rolle's theorem on the
respective location of the real roots of a polynomial and of its
derivative. Type 1 is the simplest and more common one while
type 4 is more unusual. Stems of classical random polynomials
exhibit regular patterns. Relying on many computational ex-
periments we proposed conjectures to describe their geometry.
In particular, we conjecture that in the layers of the considered
random polynomials, almost surely types 3 and 4 never happen.
The analysis of these patterns led us to extend the deformation
process to the complex values of x. We observed experimentally
that in the complex plane, Pf(x; q) creates a correspondence be-
tween the complex roots and the critical points of our random
polynomials f(x). It seems that this kind of pairing has not
been reported before. In order to explain it, we consider a clas-
sical electrostatic interpretation: a critical point of f is viewed
as an equilibrium of a particle submitted to a eld of forces; and
we suggest a mean eld approach based on limit symmetries of
the roots sets. However the analysis becomes complicated since
there are two conicting limit symmetries and we were not
able to prove our claim, so we left it as a conjecture. In the
conclusion we indicate several potential extensions of our con-
structions. We relied on the computer algebra system Maple
to compute examples, and create pictures which illustrate our
presentation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
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introduction to Fractional calculus: history, denitions and prop-
erties. Sections 3 and 4 present our polynomial factor Pf(x; q)
of the q-th fractional derivative of a monic polynomial f , then
describe two kinds of plane curves (FD-curve and stem) at-
tached to f . Section 5 applies our constructions to some clas-
sical random polynomials, and set conjectures tested on many
computational experiments. Section 6 concentrates on the ho-
motopy between f(x) and xf 0(x) dened when 0  q  1; and
on the correspondence between the complex roots of f(x) and
xf 0(x). Then we sketch our mean eld approach relying on limit
symmetries of roots sets.
Notations:
We denote by R the eld of real numbers, by f a monic
polynomial of degree n, f := xn +
Pi=n 1
i=0 aix
i; and by f (m) the
m th derivative of f for an integer m, with f (0) := f .
2. Fractional derivatives
The attempt to introduce and compute with derivatives or
anti derivatives of non integer orders goes back to the 17-th
century. The traditional adjective \fractional\, corresponding
to the order of dierentiation, is misleading since it need not be
rational. An historical progression of the concept from 1695 to
1975, through a hundred citations of mathematicians, is pro-
vided in (14). More recently, fractional derivatives has attracted
a renewed interest of engeniers and researchers in several funda-
mental or applied elds: applied mathematics, viscoelasticity,
system theory, physics, chemistry, and even nance and social
sciences. The paper (13) reports hundreds of specialized con-
ferences, monographes, articles and softwares in the area of
Fractional calculus during the last 40 years.
Let us emphasize that nowadays in Mathematics, fractional
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derivatives are mostly used in Functional analysis for the study
of PDEs. A classical example is the formal factorization of
the heat equation using the semi dierentiation S such that
SS = @@t . Fractional derivatives are presented via Fourier or
Laplace transforms, which are well adapted to the functions ex-
ponentials, sinus and their innite sums. Moreover Fractional
calculus can be considered as a laboratory for creating new rep-
resentations of special functions and integral transforms. Un-
fortunately, Fractional derivatives are often ignored by the re-
searchers in Polynomial algebra and too seldom encountered in
Computer algebra.
An important property which remains true in Fractional cal-
culus is that two fractional dierentiations commute. However,
for non-integer orders of dierentiation, the fractional deriva-
tive at a point x of a function f does not only depend on the
graph of f very near x; fractional dierentiations do not com-
mute with the translations on the variable x. Moreover, like
for integrals a fractional derivative depends on the choice of an
initial point.
For applications in engineering and science, the order of dif-
ferentiation of fractional derivatives is generally either xed or
limited to few values; it will not be the case here since the or-
der of dierentiation will serve as a continuous parameter of
deformation. This interpretation arrived naturally in our study
of Budan tables of univariate polynomials with large degrees:
The vertical axis represented the integer orders of dierentia-
tion, and we wanted to replace a discretized curve by a contin-
uous one, see (1), (6), (7), and our Section 4. Notice that the
idea of deforming a function via its fractional derivatives is not
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original since it already appeared in (10), and (12); the authors
were motivated by mathematics education.
Several denitions
Fractional calculus can be introduced "pedagogically" by giv-
ing 3 easy formulae which apply respectively to the nite sums
of monomials, exponentials and sinus. Each of them corre-
sponds to the extension to the real orders of a usual formula of
dierentiation with integral orders.
Diq denotes the fractional dierentiation of order q  0. We
have Di0(f) = f , Diq(Dir(f)) = Diq+r(f) and Di1(f) =
f 0.
In the next sections, we will concentrate on the rst one,
attributed to Lacroix (1815) or to Peacock (1833), since our
interest is in polynomial algebra.
(1) For monomials:
Diq(xn) :=
n!
(n  q)!x
n q; for q  0; n integer:
Where (n  q)! =  (n  q+1);   is the gamma function,
so:
Diff 1=2(x2   2x+ 3) = (8
3
x2   4x+ 3)x 1=2 1p

:
(2) For exponentials:
Diq(esx) := sqesx; for q  0; s real positive:
(3) For sinus:
Diq(sin(sx)) := sqsin(sx+q

2
); for q  0; s real positive:
An important task of Fractional calculus was nding a unique
framework to interpret all special formulae or procedures. It
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was achieved by considering generalized functions (such as dis-
tributions) together with Laplace or Fourier transforms, and
then rely on integrations (which correspond to fractional deriva-
tives with negative orders) to extend the domain of validity
of the proposed formulae. The theory now applies widely in
Functional analysis and for numerical approximate computa-
tions. The general denition expresses clearly the fact that a
fractional derivative is a non local concept. Hence Fractional
calculus is necessarily more complicated than usual calculus.
The integral formulation shows that a good denition of frac-
tional derivative of a function requires to remove one indeter-
mination, e.g by choosing a lower limit (or origin) a 2 R ; the
corresponding notation is Diqa. For instance in our rst formula
this origin is a = 0, in the second it is a =  1, and in the
third it has a more complicated expression since the function
is periodic.
An unfortunate consequence of this generalization process is
that fractional derivatives of polynomials which is elementary
using the rst above formula, seems very complicated through
the computation of Fourier or other transforms using indenite
integrals.
In the sequel, we will only consider fractional derivatives with
q  0 of polynomials and use the above formula.
3. Bivariate polynomial associated to f
3.1. A simple construction
We will consider a polynomial factor of the fractional deriva-
tives of the polynomial f . We rely on Lacroix-Peacock rule for
monomials, see above.
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Lemma 1. Let f(x) be a polynomial of degree n, then
Pf(x; q) :=
1
n!
xq (n  q)Diq(f)
is a polynomial in x and q, of total degree n.
Notice that, for an initial value a 2 R, the polynomial can
be written in the basis formed by the powers of (x   a), then
one considers the fractional derivative operator Diqa and the
corresponding polynomial Pf;a(x; q). Here we set a = 0.
We decided that, since we focus on the polynomial roots of
a xed univariate polynomial f , it is convenient to choose for
a the mean of the complex roots of f . Equivalently, thanks to
the famous Tchirnaus transformation, after a real translation
on the abscissa x we can assume that the coecient of xn 1
vanishes, hence the mean of the roots of f is 0. This last prop-
erty is also true for all derivatives with integer orders of f .
To simplify the presentation of our study we will also assume
that the other coecients of f are not 0, a property generically
satised. So we will consider only q  0 and concentrate on the
following set.
Denition 1.  We denote by En, the subclass of monic poly-
nomials f in R[x] of degree n such that:
f = xn +
n 2X
i=0
aix
i ; ai 2 R; ai 6= 0:
 Let f 2 En. We call bivariate polynomial associated to f , the
polynomial Pf(x; q) := x
q (n q)!
n! Di
q(f; x)). It is a polynomial
of total degree n in x and q, which may be written:
Pf(x; q) := x
n +
n 2X
i=0
(
nY
j=i+1
(1  q
j
))aix
i:
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The polynomial Pf(x; q) has the following property.
Lemma 2. Let f 2 En. Then, Pf(0; q) = 0 if and only if q is
an integer between 1 and n.
Hence it makes sense to consider the deformations of the roots
of f (or of its derivatives) dened by Pf(x; q) = 0 separately
in the two half (x; q)-planes, x  0 and x  0.
For x > 0 and q > 0, this amounts to consider as in (12) the
deformation of (the graph of) f by fractional derivatives but
skip fractional powers of x.
Remark 1. Pf(x; q), considered as a polynomial in x, is an
Hadamard product of two univariate polynomials, f(x) and a
xed polynomial S(q; x) dened by:
S(q; x) := xn +
n 1X
i=0
(
nY
j=i+1
1  q
j
)
0@n
i
1Axi:
Roots of Hadamard products have nice properties, see (15) sec-
tion 3.5 and chapter 5.
3.2. FD-curves
Denition 2. We call FD-curve of a polynomial f 2 En the
real algebraic plane curve dened by the bivariate associated
equation Pf(x; q) = 0.
Figure 1 shows an example with f := (x   1)(x   2)(x  
3)(x + 0:5)(x + 2:5)(x + 3), n = 6, an hyperbolic polynomial.
The roots of f and its derivatives are represented by small
green disks. Figure 2 shows another simple example with f :=
(x  2)(x  3)(x+ 0:5)(x+ 2:5)(x2 + 1), n = 6.
FD-curves provide an interesting family of algebraic plane
curves: each one is \naturally" attached to a univariate poly-
nomial f and interpolates the real roots of the derivatives of
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Fig. 1. A FD-curve Fig. 2. Another FD-curve
f , hence gives geometric insights on the correlations between
these roots. However we found that these correlations appear
more neatly on another curve associated to f , the stem of f .
4. Budan tables and stems
4.1. Denitions
For a polynomial f(x) in En, the real roots and the signs of all
its derivatives with integer order are collected in a 2D diagram
we called, in (1) and (6), a Budan table. The second coordinate
indicates the degree of the derivative. Notice that if all roots are
simple then in each row, the signs change at each root and the
representation can be sketched to only indicate pairs formed by
a root of a derivative and the degree of that derivative.
Example:
f := (x 5):(x2 x+4) ; f 0 = 3(x 1):(x 3) ; f 00 = 6(x 2):
These polynomials have respectively 1, 2, 1 real roots, the Bu-
dan table BT can be represented by:
BT = f[5; 3]; [1; 2]; [3; 2]; [2; 1]g:
Figures 3 and 4 show Budan tables of two polynomials of de-
grees 64.
Denition 3. Let f be a polynomial in En. The stem of f is a
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Fig. 3. Budan table of a Kac poly-
nomial of degree 64
Fig. 4. Budan table of a Weyl poly-
nomial of degree 64
C0 spline formed by the union of n  1 portions of real curves,
we called layers: For i from 0 to n 2 each layer is the zero set,
of degree n  i, dened by Pf (i)(x; q) = 0 and 0  q  1.
Stems were designed to study the roots of the derivatives of
random polynomials of high degrees and exploit their symme-
tries.
To illustrate the dierences between FD-curves and stems,
Figures 5, 6 show the stems corresponding to the two previous
FD-curves: stems are much less curved and there is a C0 con-
tinuity between the adjacent layers of a stem. However stems
provide a good approximation of a Budan table when n is large
and f is a random polynomial, compare Figures 7 and 8 which
correspond to polynomials of degree 128.
4.2. Congurations for 0  q  1
An important point in the study of stems is the analysis of
the congurations of segments of curves (and ovals) appearing
in one layer (i.e. between two integer values of the vertical co-
ordinate); without loss of generality, in the deformations of the
roots of f(x) into the roots of xf 0(x) when the parameter q in
Pf takes all the values between 0 and 1.
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Fig. 5. Stem of Figure 1 Fig. 6. Stem of Figure 2
Fig. 7. Budan table of a SO(2)
polynomial (detail)
Fig. 8. Stem of that SO(2) polyno-
mial
To simplify the description of the congurations and since we
will apply it to random polynomials, we will assume that f(x)
and xf 0(x) have simple roots and that the curve C (the layer)
dened by Pf(x; q) = 0; 0  q  1 is smooth. This condition is
generically true since it is implied by the non vanishing of the
bivariate resultant Res(x;q)(Pf ; (Pf)
0
x; (Pf)
0
q).
Rolle's theorem implies that between two roots of f there are
an odd number of roots of f 0. But we do not know a priori how
they are connected through C.
Proposition 1. With these assumptions, there are 4 types of
congurations which happen in a layer C of the stem of f . They
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are enumerated here after.
(1) f has r real roots, X1 < ::: < Xr and xf
0 has also r real
roots Y1 < ::: < Yr and each Xi is connected, through C by
a segment of curve, to Yi, for 1  i  r.
(2) f has r real roots, X1 < ::: < Xr and xf
0 has r + 2u real
roots Y1 < ::: < Yr+2u and each Xi is connected, through
C by a segment of curve, to some Y(i), for 1  i  r, with
1  (i) < (i + 1)  r + u. The others Yj, not equal to
any Y(i), are connected pairwise through C by segments of
curves which do not touch the line q = 0.
(3) f has r+2v real roots, X1 < ::: < Xr+2v and xf
0 has r+2u
real roots Y1 < ::: < Yr+2u; r roots of f , Xj1 < ::: < Xjr , are
connected, through C by a segment of curve, to some Y(i),
for 1  i  r, with 1  (i) < (i + 1)  r + u. The other
roots of f(x), not equal to any Xji, are connected pairwise
through C by segments of curves which do not touch the
line q = 1. And the others roots of xf 0(x), not equal to
any Y(i), are connected pairwise through C by segments of
curves which do not touch the line q = 0.
(4) There is a loop in C which does not touch the line q = 0
nor the line q = 1.
It is enough to show that these congurations are eectively
realized.
Example 2. (1) All layers in Figures 5 and 6 are of Type 1.
(2) Type 2 happens for all layers in Figures 8, where the curve
admits an horizontal tangent. Another example is given in
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Fig. 9. a type 2 layer
Fig. 10. a type 2 deformation be-
tween f and xf 0
Fig. 11. a type 3 layer
Fig. 12. a type 3 deformation be-
tween f and xf 0
Figure 9 , the corresponding deformation of the graphs of
f and xf 0 is shown in Figure 10.
(3) Type 3 happens in the layer shown in Figure 11, the corre-
sponding deformation of the graphs of f and xf 0 is shown
in Figure 12.
(4) A type 4 example is more dicult to nd: we obtained
one of degree 10 by rst computing an example with two
prescribed singular points (in the considered range) and
then deform it to get an oval.
5. Gaussian Random polynomials
Random polynomials is a classic and active subject in Math-
ematics and Statistics. It is at the core of extensive recent
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research and has also many applications in Physics and Eco-
nomics; two books (2) and (5) are dedicated to it. Already in
1943, Mark Kac (9) gave an explicit formula for the expectation
of the number of roots of a polynomial in a class that now bears
his name (see below). The subject is naturally related to the
study of eigenvalues of random matrices with its applications
in Physics, see e.g. (4).
Here, for a xed degree n, we consider a polynomial f in En
given in the monomial basis:
f := xn +
n 2X
i=0
aix
i
where the coecients ai are instances of n   1 independent
centered normal distributions N(0; ). We are concerned with
averaged asymptotic behaviors when n tends to innity.
We consider 3 classes of random polynomials, specify their
names and the corresponding variances 2(i) of the coecients
ai.
 Kac polynomials: 2(i) = 1.
 SO(2)-polynomials: 2(i) = ni.
 Weyl-polynomials: 2(i) = 1i! .
The limit distributions when n tends to innity, of the com-
plex roots of these random polynomials is almost uniform in
angles around the origin, this property is completed by an axial
symmetry over the real axis due to complex conjugation. This
observation can be quantied: (16) computed for Kac polyno-
mials the density function hn(x; y) of the number of complex
roots near a complex point x+ iy, completing Kac's computa-
tion of the density function of the number of real roots near a
real point x.
Our rst experiments with Kac polynomials found that their
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Budan tables admit unexpected structured patterns, see Fig-
ure 3. The roots of the successive derivatives present almost
dotted curves and alignments. To our best knowledge, this phe-
nomenon has not been explored before.
We made more experiments with dierent instances of Kac
polynomials and got very similar patterns, then we repeated
the experiments with the dierent random polynomials dened
above, see Figures 5 and 6.
Based on our experiments, we propose the following conjec-
tures on probabilistic behaviors when n tends to innity.
Conjecture 1. Let f be a Kac, SO(2) or Weyl random poly-
nomial, as above. If the complex root with maximal module of
f is real positive, then almost surely all the maximal real roots
of f (m) for 0  m  n  k with k << n tend to be aligned.
A similar statement for negative real roots is obtained replac-
ing f(x) by ( 1)nf( x) .
Conjecture 2. Let f be a Kac, SO(2) or Weyl random poly-
nomial, as above. In the stem of f almost surely all the layers
are of types 1 or 2 (described in Lemma 4.1).
Figures 3, 5 and 6 illustrate these 2 conjectures.
The dotted line in Figure 11 suggests to examine the corre-
sponding deformation of complex roots.
6. Complex critical points
There is an important bibliography on the location of the crit-
ical points of a polynomial (i.e. the roots of its derivative f 0)
with respect to the location of its roots, going back to Gauss
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with Gauss-Lucas theorem. Several recent works concentrate
on the following conjecture of Sendov, which has been proved
for small degrees and in several special cases. Their proofs rely
either on the implicit function theorem or on extremal polyno-
mials, or on renements of Gauss-Lucas theorem. See the book
(15), chapter 7.
Sendov Conjecture: Let f be a polynomial having all its
roots in the disk D. If z is a root of f , then the disk z + D
contains a root of f 0.
6.1. Observations
We performed experiments with the classes of random poly-
nomials described in section 5, they exhibited interesting be-
haviors:
- for almost each root of f smaller disks z + D, with  <<
1, contain a critical point; in such a way that they suggest a
correspondence between the roots of f and the roots of xf 0,
- one can restrict these disks to small sectors, which indicates
a direction towards the real axis or towards the origin.
Figures 13 to 14 illustrate the relation between roots and
critical points for an SO(2) random polynomial of degree 32.
Fractional derivatives are used to construct (as for real roots) a
deformation between the zero sets of f and xf 0. The color chart
is: the roots of f are blue, the roots of f 0 are red and the roots of
the fractional derivatives are green. Figure 15 shows the \top"
part of a complex analog of the Budan table, notice the regular
alignments towards the origin (it is slightly perturbed near the
real axis).
6.2. Complex stem
By analogy with section 4.1 we attach to a polynomial f 2 En
the C0 spline formed by the n   1 layers i for 0  i  n   2
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Fig. 13. Roots of f and f 0 Fig. 14. Pairing via fractional
derivatives
Fig. 15. Truncated SO(2) complex Budan table
in the (x; q)-space C  [0; 1]. Each layer i is a subset of a 3D
algebraic curve of degree n  i, its \real" part Ci is one of the
layer of the (real) stem dened in section 4.1.
Since f has real coecients, generically, the only double points
of each layer i appear on Ci, otherwise due to complex con-
jugation they would correspond to pairs of double points with
the same value of q. These double points correspond to points
of Ci with an horizontal tangent.
Hence, generically, the complex stem of f denes a contin-
uation process which allows to distinguish the paths of each
complex non real root of f until it arrives on the real axis.
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6.3. Deformation process in the random setting
We view the non integer dierentiation order q as a time
parameter. For random polynomials all generically true condi-
tions are almost surely satised.
Consider a random polynomial f as above and assume Con-
jecture 2 of section 5. Then when q varies, almost surely the
deformation process in the complex plane is obtained when the
roots of the derivatives of f move according to the following
rules.
 The real roots of f(x) are deformed to real roots of xf 0(x)
as described by a layer of type 1.
 Some pairs of conjugated complex roots of f are deformed to
real double roots of a fractional derivative and then to pairs
of real roots of xf 0(x) as described by a layer of type 2.
 The other complex non real roots of f(x) are deformed to
complex non real roots of f 0(x).
 The process is repeated inductively replacing f by each deriva-
tive f (m) for m = 0; :::;m  2.
6.4. Electrostatic attraction
The interpretation of the location of each critical point of f
as an equilibrium of a logarithmic potential, where the roots
of f are viewed as positively charged particles (or rods), goes
back to F. Gauss. As reported in (15), the following equality
to zero provides a quick proof of Gauss-Lucas theorem.
Denote by xj the complex roots of the polynomial f assumed
distinct from each other and distinct from z, another complex
number. Then by logarithmic dierentiation and conjugation
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we deduce:
f 0(z) = 0 ) X z   xjjz   xjj2 = 0:
Thus a critical point z is the barycenter of the roots of f with
positive weights 1jz xj j2 , hence is in the convex hull of the set of
roots.
We now sketch a mean eld approach to explain the observed
phenomena.
The vector in the complex plane  z+xjjz xj j2 is viewed as a force
applied to z directed towards xj proportional to the reciprocal
of the distance. Summing these forces, the point z (viewed as
an electron) is attracted by the roots system of f (viewed as
positively charged particles). When the limit distribution of the
roots of f is uniform in angles, i.e. only depends on the radius,
the resulting electrostatic force on a point z inherits a limit
symmetry, and tends to be directed towards the origin.
Let us denote by L1 the real line joining the origin to a root
xk and by L2 the real line orthogonal to L1 through the origin.
The number and distribution of roots below and above L1 (re-
spectively L2) are asymptotically "almost" balanced. So, with
a good probability, an equilibrium zk can be found \near" L1
with the vector xkzk oriented towards the origin. One can ex-
pect as well that xk the farther is from the origin, the smaller
the vector xkzk should be. This is what we observed in our
experiments as illustrated with Figures 13.
The previous balanced count of forces is perturbed when we
approach the real axis, because there is another axial symmetry
due to complex conjugation, and a positive probability of real
roots. This breaks the rotational symmetry, consequently the
resulting electrostatic force is now also directed towards the
19
real axis.
Conjecture 3. For f a Kac, SO(2) or Weyl random poly-
nomial, the presented continuation process realizes a bijection
such that each non real critical point zk of f is attached to a
root xk. Moreover in the limit distribution of (xk; zk) when n
tends to innity, almost surely the vectors xkzk point towards
the origin.
Remark 2. Conjecture 3implies that the zero set of f 0 resem-
bles the zero set of f but \shrunk". Hence the extremal module
root of f 0 will also be positive real. Then a simple computation
will give the deplacement of the extremal root and inductively
prove Conjecture 1.
Conclusion
In this article we considered deformations of the roots of a
univariate polynomial f via a \natural" homotopy computed
with a bivariate polynomial obtained as a factor of the frac-
tional derivatives of f . We introduced geometric objects re-
lated to that construction, and initiated their study. We re-
ported computational experiments performed with f in some
classes of Gaussian random polynomials, then proposed 3 con-
jectures. Although we also suggested some insight and a mean
eld approach to better understand the underlying geometry,
the proof of these conjectures will require advanced develop-
ments in Probability theory.
We now list 3 other directions of research.
 Adapt our approach to fractional derivatives of trigonometric
polynomials and study their roots.
 Extend in 2 variables and experiment with deformations of
algebraic plane curves.
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 In this paper we put some limitations on the considered poly-
nomial f , e.g. having distinct roots, study the more general
case.
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